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Courses

Latham Science Engagement Initiative Courses

LATH:3000 Latham Fellows: Science Communication Skill Building  1-2 s.h.
Provide Latham Fellows with various communication skills needed to explain scientific research to varied audiences.

LATH:3001 Latham Fellows: Science Outreach Project  2 s.h.
Guidance to Latham Fellows as they implement one individual and one group project proposed the previous fall. Prerequisites: LATH:3000. Requirements: Latham Fellow standing.

LATH:4900 Science Communication and Engagement  0 s.h.
Independent science outreach and engagement project through the Latham Science Engagement Initiative. Prerequisites: LATH:3000 and LATH:3001. Requirements: admission to the Latham Science Engagement Fellows Program.

LATH:4990 Science Communication and Engagement  1-3 s.h.
Independent science outreach and engagement project through the Latham Science Engagement Initiative. Prerequisites: LATH:3000 and LATH:3001. Requirements: admission to the Latham Science Engagement Fellows Program.